Towards Adaptive Circular Cities

Adaptation to Climate Change: Cascading Effects
In collaboration with the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs, the leading Dutch
research institutes Deltares, TNO, DLO and ECN have combined forces to address
major challenges for urban areas:
Implementing climate change mitigation
Adaptation to climate change and sea level rise
Sustainable use of natural resources and ecosystems
Finding alternatives for valuable resources
Transition to circular economies
This folder focuses on Adaptation to Climate Change. Coastal cities can be dealing
with more flood-related events induced by climate change: coastal flooding (hightides, storms, hurricanes, tsunamis), pluvial flooding (heavy rain or long rainy periods)
and fluvial flooding (in river deltas). It is important to understand the short-term and
long-term impacts of such events to be able to improve the resilience of these cities.
For the calculation of these impacts we distinguish between direct and indirect
impacts. For indirect impacts, cascading effects between critical infrastructure
networks is most important. The first step in an analysis for indirect impacts is to
understand cascading effects.
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Direct damages and cascading effects
The flood scenario for Rotterdam was used to calculate direct damages to critical
infrastructure networks caused by the flood. These direct damages can cause
cascading effects when other networks are depending on them, and these cascading
effects have been simulated as well. Deltares uses a stakeholder-tool called CIrcle to
gather knowledge from the different stakeholders involved in the Critical
Infrastructure in a certain area. Previous workshops with the CIrcle tool in The
Netherlands collected multiple dependencies, direct effects and cascading effects, and
the most important ones have been used for this particular case. Some examples are:
When electricity fails, C2000 emergency communications can last for 4 to 8
hours.
For railway transport it is vital to know how long an electricity outage will last
and when energy transport will be reliable again. How does this information
reach the operators?
When there is an energy outage, a hospital can rely on temporary measures
but these are usually located in the basement which is very vulnerable to
flooding.
When pumps of a tunnel stop working, railway traffic must stop.
The data on critical infrastructure and vulnerable objects for this study in the
Rotterdam area was thus partly derived from previous studies and workshops, partly
received from Veiligheidsregio (‘Safety Region’) Rotterdam-Rijnmond, and partly
retrieved from open-source data such as OpenStreetMap.
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3Di hydraulic model

For the city of Rotterdam a flood scenario has been calculated with the hydraulichydrological 3Di model. 3Di is a state-of-the-art computational model to simulate
flooding, both fluvial and pluvial. For the hydrodynamic calculations the Saint-Venant
equations are solved, and the model uses computational grid cells of variable size
(‘quadtrees’) for which a water level is calculated each time step. These variable-size
quadtrees are combined with high-resolution underlying input data (‘subgrids’), such
as elevation data, and the detail of these subgrids is used in the computation (e.g.
detailed local variety in bottom friction or infiltration). This combination of quadtrees
and subgrids means that an optimum between speed and precision can be reached.
The hydrological component within 3Di is based on a simple groundwater model,
which is coupled to the surface water model. All aspects combined result in very fast
and accurate hydrodynamic calculations with realistic visualisation, which make 3Di
very well suited to use in combination with a CIrcle analysis in which cascading
effects are calculated on a detailed level.
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Results for Rotterdam
For the Rotterdam case the following events were visualised. First a dike breach
causes almost immediate flooding of the metro system in that area. This does not
only affect metro transport in that area but also in the surrounding networks. Quickly
after this, two C2000 crisis communication stations are affected by the flood (see
Figure 1).
As can be seen in the figure, the flood has already affected the electricity network by
flooding the substations in the urban areas. This mainly causes electricity outages in
the flooded areas. After a couple of hours there will also be some main stations
affected. These will cause outages outside of the flooded areas as well (see Figure 2).

Figure 1 The situation after 4 hours. The metro is immediately affected
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Figure 2 After 13 hours of flooding, several main power stations have dropped out, resulting in
a power outage covering a significantly larger area than just the flooded area.

Soon after the start of the flooding, parts of the railway network are affected and
cannot be used anymore because the stability of the embankment cannot be ensured.
Besides, the energy supply for the railways cannot be guaranteed due to failure of
crucial power stations, such as Nieuwerkerk aan den IJssel. First only the RotterdamGouda railway is affected (see Figure 2), but after just over a day the entire railway
network in the area is affected (see Figure 3).
In this area there are several hospitals that will be in need of emergency power supply
or will have to be evacuated. The scenario shows that in a couple of days, the flood
and the outages are merging to the north. These are not the locations that evacuation
plans should consider in such an event (see Figure 4). Drinking water supply is taken
care of by the drinking water companies who have their own energy supply during
crises for a limited amount of time. However water pumps of high buildings could
have stopped working because of the electricity outages. The lack of drinking water
will quickly become a problem in a highly populated area like Rotterdam.
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Figure 3 The situation after 29 hours – the entire railway network in the area north of
Rotterdam is affected.
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Figure 4 The situation after 3 days (this is the last time step shown in the movie). After the
initial 3 days the situation does not change much anymore.
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Stakeholder workshop with CIrcle
The cascading effects analysis for this case will improve when a stakeholder workshop
with CIrcle is organised to collect more particular dependencies for this area. Things
that can still be included are for instance:
Effects of electricity outages and communication outages to the pumps of
the Water Board. Will they fail as well and what is the effect in the flooded
and non-flooded areas because of this?
Effects of electricity outages on the pumps of the sewage system.
Effects of the floods on the road network of Rotterdam and the surrounding
area.

Figure 5 Impressions of the CIrcle tool (right) and of a stakeholder workshop with CIrcle (left).

